ABSTRACT The Web images and videos are often downsampled and compressed to save the bandwidth and storage. Hence, the low-quality and low-resolution Web images/videos cannot match the high-definition display devices nowadays. Unfortunately, traditional image super-resolution (SR) methods are not very robust to compression artifacts. In this paper, we propose an efficient joint SR and deblocking method based on simple three-step-process, which consists of a block-matching and 3D filtering process, a local binary encoding process, and a mapping reconstruction process. Furthermore, the cascade framework and an extra post-processing are also presented for large magnification factors. Experimental results on real-world Web images with obvious compression artifacts demonstrate that the proposed method can reproduce clear and sharp SR results, and effectively remove the unnatural artifacts at the same time. Super-resolution, upsampling, deblocking. 
I. INTRODUCTION
With the fast development of display devices, such as ultrahigh-definition (UHD) television and high-resolution (HR) smart phone, the resolution of screen increases rapidly. However, in order to save the bandwidth and storage, the web videos and images are often downscaled and compressed. Hence, many web videos/images are with low-quality (LQ) and low-resolution (LR). Image super-resolution (SR) is a commonly used technique to solve the mismatch between the HR display devices and the LR resources. Unfortunately, traditional image SR methods mainly focus on natural images, and these methods are not very robust for web images with blocking artifacts. An efficient method for joint SR and deblocking is thus very useful for relative applications.
Traditional SR methods for natural images can be roughly divided into three categories, i.e., interpolation-based methods, reconstruction-based methods, and learning-based methods. Interpolation-based methods [1] - [5] utilize kernel based algorithms to estimate an unknown pixel with its known neighbor pixels. This kind of method is very fast but often leads to unnatural artifacts, such as blurring, jaggy, and ringing. Reconstruction-based method is another type of classical SR method, which imposes the similarity between the reproduced HR image and the original LR input. Many extra constraints [6] - [11] and models [12] , [13] have been proposed to improve the reconstructed results. However, the performances of these methods often degrade rapidly when the magnification factor increases. Recently, learning-based SR methods [14] have drawn lots of attentions. Various effective learning-based models have been presented over the years, such as neighbor embedding based methods [15] - [17] , sparse representation based methods [18] - [20] , local self-exemplar methods [21] - [23] , random forest based methods [24] , anchored neighborhood regression (ANR) based methods [25] - [29] , and current deep neural network based methods [30] - [34] . Although recent learning-based methods can achieve impressive results for image SR scenario, they are still not practical in web videos/images SR problem since web videos/images usually contain compression artifacts such as ringing and blocking.
Deblocking algorithms are often applied in the video codec, image compression and compressed-image postprocessing. For joint SR and deblocking scenario, we mainly discuss the post-processing deblocking in this paper, which can be further categorized into enhancement-based methods, restoration-based methods, and learning-based methods. Enhancement-based deblocking methods often suppress blocking artifacts via adaptive filtering [35] , discrete cosine transform (DCT) [36] , and wavelet transform [37] , etc. Restoration-based methods view deblocking as a common image restoration problem, thus some typical reconstruction methods can be utilized, such as maximum a posteriori (MAP) [38] . In recent years, many learning-based algorithms have also been successfully applied for deblocking scenario, such as the sparse representation based methods [39] , and the convolutional neural network (CNN) based methods [40] , [41] .
Downsampling and compression can effectively reduce the required storage and bandwidth for web videos/images. Hence, web frames/images often suffer from both the LR and the unnatural artifacts, e.g., noise, blocking, and ringing. However, if SR methods are directly applied for compressed images, the unnatural artifacts will be also magnified and thus the upsampled results would be with low visual quality. Some SR methods thus have focused on simultaneous denosing and SR. For instance, Liu et al. [42] presented multiple constraints to joint SR and denoising for noisy videos. In [43] , Singh et al. proposed an effective framework by fusing the noisy HR result and the denoised HR result. Yue et al. [44] magnified noisy images by means of l 1 -norm regularization and a non-local constraint motivated by the non-local means (NLM). Mandal et al. [45] firstly estimated the strength of noise, and then proposed an adaptive SR method via NLM and sparse representation. Besides, many kinds of noise-robust SR schemes have been proposed over the years, for example, noise-robust interpolation [46] , noise-robust local self-exemplar [47] , non-local kernel regression [48] , and multi-frame SR based on halfquadratic prior [49] . Compression blocking is one of the primary artifacts for web images, therefore some joint SR and deblocking algorithms have been proposed to magnify and refine the LR web images. Farsiu et al. [72] proposed a demosaicing SR method based on multi-constraints MAP. Xiong et al. [50] presented a unified framework to simultaneously upsample the image and reduce the blocking artifacts with known quality factor of JPEG compression. Pham et al. [51] introduced a learning-based SR method for compressed videos in DCT domain. Kwon et al. [52] proposed to utilize a Gaussian process based model for joint SR and compression artifacts removal. Ono et al. [53] upsampled JPEG compressed images by means of multiorder total variation (TV). Goto et al. [54] presented a UHD SR system based on TV regularization decomposition and deblocking shock filter. In [55] , Kang et al. proposed a joint SR and deblocking method based on joint sparse representation framework. There are also some algorithms focused on the joint SR and deblocking for low-bit-rate video codec, e.g., motion-compensated framework [56] - [58] , spatial and temporal interpolation for H.264 [59] , and local adaptive filtering based method [60] . Furthermore, many simultaneous SR and anti-artifacts approaches have been proposed for special types of images, such as depth images [61] , underwater images [62] , and piecewise smooth images [63] . These methods have considered the practical demands in web videos/images SR applications, and can reduce the compression artifacts during the SR process. But it is still very difficult to obtain artifact-free and high-visual-quality SR results. In this situation, a fast and high-performance joint SR and deblocking method is highly desired.
In this paper, we propose an efficient joint SR and deblocking method based on filtering and learning-based reconstruction. In the proposed method, traditional block-matching and 3D (BM3D) [64] filter with low-strength is firstly adopted to preliminarily reduce obvious compression artifacts, such as noise and blocking. Filtering process can efficiently suppress these artifacts, but it also seriously damages the highfrequency image details at the same time. Hence, we utilize a learning-based algorithm to further remove the blocking artifacts and refine the missing image details by means of extra image set. For reconstructing HR images, we present a simple encoding and mapping SR method based on the local classification based framework [65] . In the encoding process, various local patches are encoded to different classes. For each class of local patches, a mapping function from LQ and LR space to high-quality (HQ) and HR space is then calculated. In the reconstructing stage, an input LR patch is firstly encoded to obtain its class-label, and then the corresponding mapping function is directly selected to magnify the LR patch.
The technical contributions of this paper are summarized as follows, 1) We propose a fast and efficient three-steps-process for joint SR and deblocking, which consists of a BM3D filtering process, a local binary encoding process, and a mapping reconstruction process. 2) We introduce a cascade framework for the proposed three-steps-process so that the proposed method can be used for larger magnification factors. 3) Experimental results on real-world web images demonstrate that the proposed method can simultaneously recover clear and sharp SR result and remove noise and blocking artifacts. Fig.1 illustrates one example of joint SR and deblocking result of the proposed method.
The following paragraphs of this paper are organized as follows. The details of the proposed algorithm are introduced in Section II. Section III gives the experimental results to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, and Section IV concludes the paper.
II. PROPOSED JOINT SR AND DEBLOCKING SCHEME A. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In the proposed framework, we merely adopt low-strength filtering to preliminarily reduce obvious blocking artifacts, and then use a learning-based process to jointly recover the SR details and remove remaining artifacts. This framework VOLUME 5, 2017 contains two stages, i.e., the learning stage, in which the mapping functions are computed for different local patches; and the reconstructing stage, in which the LR patches are upsampled by means of the pre-computed mapping functions. Motivated by the efficient local classification based SR framework [65] , we present a simple local encoding to classify the local patches, and then calculate the mapping function via ridge regression.
The learning stage is shown in Fig.2 . In the learning stage, we tend to learn the mapping function for each class of patches by utilizing many known LR/HR image pairs. The LQ and LR images are firstly filtered with slight BM3D filter to reduce obvious compression artifacts. Then the training LR/HR patches are extracted from the filtered images and corresponding HQ and HR images. These training patches are further classified into different classes by means of local encoding process. At last, a mapping function is calculated for each class of local patches.
The reconstructing stage is illustrated in Fig.3 . In reconstructing stage, the input LQ and LR images are also firstly filtered with the same filter. The entire image is then split to local patches with overlapping. For each patch, a binary code is computed as its class-label, and then the corresponding mapping function of that class is directly utilized to magnify the patch. After all the LR patches are reconstructed, the overlapped adjacent patches are averaged to obtain the final HQ and HR image.
Overall, the proposed method consists of three processes, i.e., filtering, encoding, and mapping. In the following, we describe each process in detail.
B. BM3D FILTERING
In filtering process, we simply adopt commonly used BM3D filter [64] to preliminarily reduce the compression artifacts. It should be noticed that the proposed method is not a simple stacked pipeline which uses the BM3D to totally remove the artifacts and then applies a learning-based method to magnify the artifacts-free image. As illustrated in Fig.4(b) , high-strength BM3D filtering can recover artifact-free image but also leads to very blurry texture and edges. In order to preserve more high-frequency (HF) information, we only apply low-strength filtering as pre-processing in this paper. As shown in Fig.4 (c), the filtered result in our method still contains lots of unnatural artifacts. Fortunately, the following local encoding and mapping reconstruction can effectively remove the remaining artifacts and reproduce sharp SR results, as shown in Fig.4 
(d).
We then analyze why the filtering process is still needed in the proposed SR scheme. Although the proposed local encoding and mapping reconstruction can simultaneously reduce the artifacts and magnify the image as in Fig.4(d) , we find this learning-based method is still difficult to well handle some obvious blocking artifacts. The learning-based reconstruction without pre-filtering sometimes cannot well distinguish textural edges with obvious blocking-artifacts across two adjacent compression-blocks. As the result, some blocking artifacts may be over-enhanced by the reconstruction process. Compared with directly applying learning-based SR methods, BM3D filtering process can effectively reduce obvious artifacts and thus make the subsequent learningbased reconstruction much easier. This low-strength filtering process can be regarded as a tradeoff between reproducing artifact-free image and preserving more HF information.
C. LOCAL ENCODING
In [65] , the local patch encoding (LPE) is used to characterize the local distribution. However, the 12-bits LPE code and the 17-bits LPE code need 2 12 (4096) and 2 17 (131072) kinds of mapping functions, respectively. To achieve accurate local classification with less bit-depth, we propose an effective encoding process based on local binary pattern (LBP) [66] and local binary count (LBC) [67] .
We utilize LBP uniform code (LBP u2 ) to describe the local binary structure. For a given LR image Y , traditional LBP code and uniform measure U for each pixel are computed as follows [47] ,
where g c denotes the central pixel, g i (i = 1, 2, ···, P) denotes the i-th neighbor of g c , and P is the total number of neighbor pixels. Uniform codes LBP u2 are those LBP codes with U value less than 2 (U ≤ 2), and all the non-uniform LBP codes are categorized into one same class. In this paper, we use local 3 × 3 neighbor area (P = 8), and thus the bit-depth of the LBP u2 codes is 6-bits. Comparing to traditional LBP codes, the uniform codes can reduce the bit-depth but provide a vast majority, sometimes over 90%, of the texture surface patterns [47] . The LBP merely encodes the binary structure. In order to describe the local gray-value difference which is omitted in the LBP, we firstly calculate the local gray-value difference map Y d of image Y . Each pixel of Y d is computed as following,
where g i , P are defined as in Eq. (1), andḡ represents the average gray-value of the local 3 × 3 area. Then we use simple LBC code to roughly distinguish the local gray-value difference. The LBC code can be computed as,
where d c and d i denote the central pixel and the i-th neighbor pixel in Y d , respectively. Compared to 8-bits LBP code, the LBC only have 2 3 codes for local 3 × 3 patch. Therefore, the bit-depth of c lbc is only 3-bits.
The local average gray-value can represent the gray-value level among the entire image. We thus binarize the local average gray-value by utilizing the global mean gray-value as a threshold,
whereḡ img denotes the average gray-value of image Y . Note that we use the local mean rather than the value of central pixel as in many LBP variants [67] . That is because the single central value is more sensitive to noise, which is often contained in compressed image. Finally, a local patch can be encoded to a 10-bits code by concatenating the 1-bit local average gray-value code, the 3-bits LBC code, and the 6-bits LBP u2 code. As a result, the local patches can be classified into 1024 classes by means of the proposed 10-bits encoding, and total 1024 mapping functions are correspondingly computed.
D. LOCAL PATCH RECONSTRUCTION WITH MAPPING FUNCTION
Given a LR image patch y, the task of image SR is to get its HR patch x, as following,
where f (·) denotes a mapping function from the LR space to HR space. It is very time-consuming to enumerate a mapping function for each patch. By means of the aforementioned local encoding process, different patches can be accurately classified into various classes according to their local distributions. Based on the basic constraint that local patches with same local distribution will also produce similar corresponding HR patches, we can calculate a mapping function for one class instead of each patch. The reconstruction formula is then computed as,
where C j is the j-th class of local distributions. For a given LR patch, we can use the proposed encoding process to describe its local distribution. The mapping functions are pre-computed in the learning stage with a training set consisting of many LR/HR patch pairs. Firstly, training samples are classified into different categories according to their 10-bits codes. For an input LR patch y (y ∈ C j ), the samples with same 10-bits codes are used to represent y. Then we can obtain optimal representation coefficient α by solving the following minimization:
where S j L denotes the j-th class of LR samples set, and λ is a weighting factor. Eq. (8) is a typical ridge regression problem, the closed form solution of Eq. (8) is computed as,
Assuming that HR space have a similar local neighbor manifold with LR space, we can use the representation coefficient α in the LR space to estimate the coefficient in the HR space. The target HR patch x is then reconstructed by means of corresponding j-th class of HR samples set S j H , as follows,
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In the learning stage, mapping function of each class is pre-learned by means of Eq. (11). In the reconstructing stage, we only need to encode the filtered LR patch y and get its 10-bits-code j, then the HR patch x can be directly reconstructed using the mapping function f j (·), as in Eq. (7).
At the end of this subsection, we discuss the differences between the proposed local encoding based method and the ANR methods [25] , [26] . Firstly, the ANR methods are dictionary learning based methods, while the local encoding is based on patch classification. The proposed method characterizes different kinds of local distributions according to their local codes. Hence, the projection matrix of the ANR is calculated for each dictionary atom, while the mapping function of the proposed method is computed for each kind of local distribution. Secondly, there is no need to pre-learn a dictionary in the local encoding based method. For a given LR patch, the index of its mapping function can be directly obtained by means of its code. Hence, the local encoding based method is very simple and efficient. Lastly, the proposed method and the ANR both utilize the space partition and local mapping. But their ways of space partition are quite different. In dictionary learning based method, the learned atoms mainly consists of stable local structures, such as local edge-like patterns. Unfortunately, the texture patches contained various and abundant HF details are often omitted in these atoms. The local encoding process is often used to describe the local texture structure in many texture classification algorithms [66] , [67] . Compared with learned/clustered atoms, the uniform local encoding can extract non-primary patterns much better. In other words, the space partition of the ANR methods is non-uniform and mainly focused on edgelike patterns, while the space partition of the local encoding process is more uniform and homogeneous.
As illustrated in Fig.5 , the cross lines are with different widths, and the thinner lines become more blurry during the downsampling. The ANR methods obviously sharpen the primary edges and suppress the tiny edges. As a result, the thicker lines are over-sharpened and the thinner lines are blurred in the result of the ANR. In A+ result, the thick lines become much sharper, and the tiny lines are nearly disappeared. Although the ANR methods can reconstruct sharp edges, the reproduced texture may be different to the original image. Comparing to the ANR methods, the local encoding process can faithfully characterize the local distribution, whether it is a main pattern or not. The SR result of the proposed method is thus more consistent with the original texture. For web images SR scenario, web images often contain many unnatural artifacts. Traditional anti-artifact processes, e.g., NLM, BM3D, and local adaptive filtering, often reduce the HF details along with noise. Hence, it is more difficult to preserve the HF information during the joint SR and antiartifacts process. As a result, we utilize the proposed method rather than directly applying the ANR methods because the local encoding process can handle the HF patterns much better.
E. THE CASCADE FRAMEWORK AND POST-PROCESSING
The proposed reconstructing stage consists of three steps, i.e., the BM3D filtering, local encoding, and mapping. However, this three-steps-process only fits for fixed magnification factor. Hence, we also present a cascade framework for larger upsampling factors.
The cascade framework is shown in Fig.6 . The proposed three-steps-process can be implemented iteratively to gradually upsample the LQ and LR input to larger resolution. For example, we can obtain 4× and 8× magnification results by implementing 2× upsampling with multitimes. The 3× magnification can be achieved by twice 3 2 × upsampling. After several iterations of three-steps-process, a HR and artifact-free image can be reproduced from the LQ and LR input. As noted by Essen et al. [68] , the edges are the most important component for human visual perception. Therefore, a post-processing is added after the magnification to further sharpen the edges.
The same encoding and mapping processes are utilized to refine the sharp edges. Different to the process in the upsampling step, the encoding process in post-processing only encodes the sharp-edge patches with an edge code (c edge ):
where c local denotes the aforementioned 10-bits code, d is computed by Eq. (3) and represents the local gray-value difference, and t is a threshold to detect the sharp-edge patches. It is easy to understand that acute local gray-value difference often occurs in sharp-edge area, and the flat area has very low local difference. Hence, we can use a relatively large threshold t to distinguish the sharp-edge patches. In this paper, t is manually set as the half of the average local difference on the whole image. The mapping functions VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 6. The cascade framework for large magnification factors. For a magnified patch x, its edge-sharpened result x * is calculated as,
An example is illustrated in Fig.7 to demonstrate the effectiveness of each step in the cascade framework. The twice three-steps-process can magnify the image and suppress the artifacts, and the post-processing further sharpens the edges.
III. EXPERIMENTS A. TRAINING AND TESTING IMAGE SETS
In this paper, we adopt the commonly used training set proposed by Yang et al. [18] . This training set contains 91 natural images collected from the web. For fair comparison, we use two testing sets of Kang's dataset [55] and Ono's dataset [53] . Kang's dataset consists of several real-world web images with significant blocking artifacts. Ono's dataset contains four JPEG compressed gray images.
For training, we firstly downsample the original HR images to obtain LR images, and then compress these LR images to produce LQ and LR training images. In practice, the quality factor (QF) or codec parameters of web images/frames are often unknown. Hence, six compressed images are obtained for each downsampled image by means of JPEG compression with QF randomly selected from 10 to 40. Note that the compression artifacts can be greatly reduced after the proposed three-steps-process in the cascade framework. Hence, the JPEG QFs are randomly selected from 70 ∼ 80, and 85 ∼ 95 for the second and third iteration, respectively. Compression is not applied for more than three iterations.
For testing, the LQ and LR images in testing sets are magnified via different methods. For color images in Kang's dataset, they are firstly converted from RGB to YUV, and then only Y component is reconstructed with these methods. The remaining two components are upsampled with bicubic interpolation. In this paper, the magnification factor is mainly set as 2, and 4× SR example is also simply illustrated. 
B. COMPARISONS AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
To demonstrate the advantage of the proposed method, we compare it with several learning-based methods, which are listed as follows: the sparse representation based SR method (ScSR) [18] , the self-learning SR method (SelfSR) [23] , a cascading method by concatenating the BM3D fitlering and the SelfSR (BM3D+SelfSR) [55] , the sparse representation based joint SR and deblocing method (ScJSRD) [55] , two cascading ANR methods (BM3D+ANR [25] and BM3D+A+ [26] ), Ono's joint deblocking and SR method [53] , and a joint denoise and SR software Waifu2x [69] based on SRCNN [30] .The ScSR, the SelfSR, and the ScJSRD are implemented as in [55] . The slight CBM3D filtering with same parameters are utilized in the proposed method, BM3D+SelfSR, BM3D+ANR, and BM3D+A+. The parameter λ in Eq. (11) is set to 0.2. The noise levels of Waifu2x are selected as 1(middle level) and 3(the highest level).
For subjective image quality assessment (IQA), we firstly adopt the conventional PSNR measure. Although the PSNR is a commonly used IQA index, it cannot accurately reflect the visual quality of deblocked image. Therefore, the specific PSNR-B [70] index, which is designed for deblocked images, is also utilized in this paper. In [71] , Li et al. reviewed and tested several IQA methods for deblocked images, and introduced a state-of-the-art blind deblocked IQA measure (DBIQ) by combining both the blocking term and the blur term. Hence, the DBIQ index is also used in our experiment. Fig. 8 shows SR results with the proposed method and some compared methods. The following observations can be obtained from Fig.8 . First, by comparing the flat area, we can find the results of the proposed method and the BM3D+SelfSR contain less artifacts than other methods. This demonstrates the BM3D filtering can effectively suppress the noise. Besides, the proposed method can produce clearer and better results than BM3D+SelfSR. Second, by comparing the sharp edges, the BM3D filtering also causes the blurry edges, while the proposed method can recover clean and sharp edges. Third, by comparing the tiny lines of butterfly antennae, the proposed method can reconstruct sharp and artifact-free lines, but other methods still suffer from noise, blocking, or ringing artifacts. Fig. 9 illustrates the upsampled results with these methods on image ''baby''. It can be found that the natural image SR methods of the ScSR and the SelfSR are not very robust for web image with obvious compression artifacts. The BM3D+SelfSR can refine the SR results by utilzing the BM3D filtering, but it also blurs the edges. The ScJSRD also reduces the blocking artifacts, but there are sill some artifacts VOLUME 5, 2017 around the edges. Moreover, there are some unnatural color blocking effects in the flat area of the BM3D+SelfSR and ScJSRD results. Owing to the filtering and accurate local encoding based reconstruction, the proposed method can recover clear and sharp edges, and reproduce smooth and clean flat area without blocking artifacts. Fig. 10 mainly compares the reconstructed sharp edges of different methods. We can obtain the following findings. First, the normal ScSR also magnifies the blocking effects during the SR process. Second, the SelfSR and the ScJSRD are more robust than the ScSR to some noise, but the results of them still contain lots of artifacts. Third, the BM3D+SelfSR can recover clearer image than the natural image SR methods. But the BM3D filtering leads to blur edges, and the remaining artifacts cannot be totally removed by the subsequent SelfSR method. Last, the proposed method can reproduce sharp and vivid upsampled edges and greatly reduce the compression artifacts at the same time. Some 4× SR results are shown in Fig.11 . The aforementioned cascaded framework is applied for the proposed method, the BM3D+SelfSR, and the ScJSRD. Note that the edge-sharpening post-processing is only used for the proposed method. Besides, the BM3D+SelfSR and the ScJSRD are also directly utilized for 4× magnification. By comapring the results in Fig.11 , we can also find that the proposed method recovers clear and artifact-free results, and thus the visual quality of our results is much better than that of other methods. Fig.12 further compares the SR results of the ANR based methods, CNN based Waifu2x methods, and the proposed method. By comparing the edges and texture, it can be found that the proposed method obtain better HF details than the BM3D+ANR methods. Although the results of Waifu2x methods can preserve more HF information, their unnatural artifacts are still very obvious. By considering both the artifact-removal and the fidelity-preserving, the proposed method can obtain better visual quality than these state-ofthe-art methods. Fig.13 illustrates the comparison on Ono's dataset. We can get some findings as follows. Firstly, the proposed method can reproduce sharper and clearer result than the BM3D+ANR and BM3D+A+. Secondly, the Ono's method can totally remove the artifacts but also obviously blur the details. Ono's method thus performs much better for piecewise smooth images than natural images. Lastly, the CNN based Waifu2x methods can recover high-quality images. By comparing the details marked with the red rectangles, there are still some ringing artifacts in Waifu2x results and the proposed method can reconstruct sharp and clear results.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The PSNR, PSNR-B, and DBIQ values of different methods on Kang's dataset are listed in Table 1 . By comparing the PSNR, it can be found the CNN based Waifu2x methods and the proposed method obtain higher PSNR values than other methods. Although the Waifu2x methods achieve highest PSNR values on some images, they cannot well suppress the noise as illustrated in Fig.12 and Fig.13 . By comparing the PSNR-B and DBIQ indexes, which are designed for deblocked IQA, we can find the proposed method always obtains higher PSNR-B and DBIQ values than other methods.
The objective results on Ono's dataset are shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 we can find Ono's method can get much higher PSNR values on some images by totally removing the noise and blurring the details. However, the blurred details obviously reduce the visual-quality, as shown in Fig.13 . By comparing the PSNR-B and DBIQ values, the proposed method still outperforms these state-of-the-art methods.
D. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY
Given an image of size m × n, the complexity of the proposed local encoding process (R = 1, P = 8) with a fast algorithm is O(Pmn + Pmn + mn) = O(17mn). For 2× upsampling, the local 3 × 3 patch is magnified to the size of 6 × 6. The complexity of 2× mapping reconstruction is thus O((3 2 × 6 2 )mn) = O(324mn). Hence, the total complexity of the proposed methods is still at O(mn) level.
The computation time of the proposed method depends on the image size and the magnification factors. In this paper, all experiments are performed with MATLAB on an Intel Core i5-6300U laptop PC with 8GB memory. Take a 256 × 256 LR image for example, the BM3D filtering, local encoding, and 2× mapping processes cost 0.9s, 0.1s, and 1.6s, respectively. Therefore the total time-cost for reconstructing stage is almost 2.7s after taking into account other modules. Compared to the time-consuming patch-by-patch optimization in sparse representation based SR methods [18] , [55] , the proposed three-steps-process is much faster. The computation time of the 2× SR of the ScSR, the ScJSRD, and the proposed method are listed in the Table 2 . It can be easily found that the ScSR and the ScJSRD cost several minutes to magnify the LR image, but the proposed method merely cost over 2 seconds. Note that the proposed algorithm can be further accelerated by implementing with C instead of Matlab, or using the CUDA acceleration [5] .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a fast and high-performance SR method for compressed web images. In the learning stage, we firstly reduce the compression artifacts via BM3D filter. Then we classify different local patches into many classes by means of a local encoding process. A mapping function from LQ and LR space to HQ and HR space is then computed for each class. In the reconstructing stage, a LR input patch is also filtered and encoded to obtain its local code. Corresponding mapping function is then directly selected to magnify this LR patch. Furthermore, we have also introduced a simple cascade framework and a post-processing for larger magnification factors. Experimental results on several realworld web images demonstrate that the proposed method can efficiently recover sharp and artifact-free SR results.
